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Conyer Clayton

garbage    in

rind        and
world      are

symmetrical
units        no

place        in
your  mouth

garbage  out
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Conyer Clayton

I have a dream where I eat her body
take a tablespoon of remains and choke it down
no water — my cough expels her into air to dissipate
my gums absorb her
                                           cheekbone / 
                                                                spent liver 
                                        small thumb / 
                                                               cesarean scar

                      she feeds my addictions / two wrongs make a right two wrongs

                                       begin healing / 

pack her into a clear capsule and take one each morning
daily ritual value 100% formaldehyde dosage
preserved for mourning purposes
haunted from the inside — vitamin mother

    my stomach scatters you like wind  /  you grow into my fingernails
                                 I file you weekly / my hair starts to curl
            hot iron clamps from the root  / deepest genetic codes invert
                     me inside you emerging / you inside me disappearing 

ashes will never be as harmful to the body as death is beneficial to the soul

room temperature plastic bag room temperature urn hot flame cold 
          body scarred grief chilled guilt  / 
                                                               guilt a slow burn ember
   give it some air

let the pit expand its edges — it’s the only way 
                                                               the flames fan out

death is too comfortable so feed it when necessary
                       generate your own heat / fire lit by a brown paper bag
lovely cold stone chamber giant blender
magnets remove staples in what was once a skull 
                                                             / shrapnel and surgical pins

ash is a misnomer — it’s ground up bone

brittle dust embalmed 
                                       in thick brick / 
                                   don’t open it up / 
              don’t slide back the concrete /
                           I don’t want to see it /

eating my mother’s ashes
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she sat too long on the carpet
dogs circling hungry and whining for water 

if the ground can swallow you why can’t I
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not everything has
to do
           with your

stomach-
lining though

        it feels 
        like it
                      —all 

nuance at the whim
of my fatty
                  appetite
                               which
           thick
butter spread I choose
because it will be
           thick

summer’s speed
is tracked in 
                     —chemical %
                     —the daily list of snacks
                     —caloric activity
                     —nutrients in meals

                     3 squares or 4?
4 is an extra

ride / guilt shower / an evening
naked in the foyer
with a full length mirror
to reassess your worth

yes I know
winter is for    —healing 
                       —radiation
                       —transparent bodies

your skin has moved
together the way a river would /
               how aging ivy would /
overtake
               a sloppy house

and be beautiful / even sitting in rot

leave you / lighter
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winter was not for tearing
you’ve done that enough
but you still crave more

life is too boring
without 
something / to heal from
  —you used to think

it’s fine to settle into your own
             softness
                           on occasion

if you’re tired
                        —have some bread
                        —lay down

you don’t have to spend the summer
tossing bullets on your salad greens
and hope they tunnel through you

                        leave you 
                              /
                          lighter

with holes you know you’ll fill again

yes a hole /
       is a hole

despite what fills it
                               but
the matter of its making
                                matters 

Yes
        it matters more than its weight
                                 than its      /     lack of it
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You’ve got some sun, he said,
like a poem, he said.
Silhouetted in shades of moonlight.

It’s never really been a problem, no,
never really been an issue at all,
until you raised it —

a toast, a waltz, a tip
of your melted wax hat 
in my direction.

Lid
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Conyer Clayton

The wind bursts
around the corner
of the house,
catches breath 
before saying —

Intake
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Conyer Clayton

I amp myself, lightning bolts and lawn mower cords, 
sit me on my ass. 

Blow myself, tongue and stickers, right 
out of the pond. 

Swim in it. Scare away the birds 
and small children. 

Sand in hummus, sand in underwear.
Eat it anyway. 

I own this body, 

 sometimes. 

I fuck to own 
the fucking.

My body means 
nothing by default.

It has meaning
when I decide it does.

I Deal With It
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How to Touch a Hand

Be slow, and wait
for the back room to empty.
Lose your lost love’s name, 

the one that leaves your throat raw.
Don’t you know 
she dances like that for everyone?

Accept the Erasure

The best we can do is lose.
Embrace the fins
cutting the sea floor.

It’s only a darkness;
a returned envelope,
our meat cut thin.

Solder

 your edges and shorting wires.
Avoid excess.
You’re overheated, and liable
for the burns 

you create. I wanted 
to come here, 
consider your potential.
I realize how this comes across.

Instructional
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Conyer Clayton

Saunter daintily across hot brown coals,
spin parasols around dizzied 
heads, beckon you to my bed. 
Please, please, oh please just
stay inside awhile — you must think
me old — too close. Typical
ideas you tend to hold against tile
ceilings, questioning a stain. No
it’s the method itself that makes you wonder,
envision a stamped hand against your cheek,
my arms wrapped in transparent tape, packed gently,
just so long as I can fit. This is your real

home. You’ve never been 
your own person. 
We’re bound 
by our lives, but we can tip
the glass to the left and avoid
the foam. Dip a finger in forehead
oil, make it bubble away, ready 
to drink 
and be drunk, despite the knocking.
Are you even in there? 

Southern Belle
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Sneha Subramanian Kanta

                                                           Mumbai 

The sky                              constituted of ashes
in its litany for            gray rain that
leaked into                        blur patches all
over the windswept                            city with
glass-colored                          shade panels.
First, the                              cirrocumulus burst
into downpour &               grew heavier
by the hour.                         I rubbed the edges
of a lemon into                        my skin & licked
the salt. There                      is a name for the
light in                           the deluge: streetlamps
plants with broken               red petals
bedlam pilgrimages                     jars of raspberry
pickled into parfait           fluorescent blue umbrellas 
punctuated together            among numberless
lights that                                        shone like hearths
in despedida                            of dreams: a warm bed.
As if rain were                                           an animal
the raindrops                           galloped into puddles
anthologized into                              the body.
I combed                                   my hair with wet hands 
as though                                        it were full of red poppies
undid my lipstick                                as a remnant
of a dry                                                      bloodied river.
Unlearned my mouth                         said psalms 
The sky was still there                            taciturn      undulated
sketched over an oceanic                              blue encompass. 
Over puddles I saw                  an ambulance cross
the traffic light                              red sirens & gray roads
a dash of blue                                 as if to coax the wounded
into dreams of                                more blue       more rain.

[first published in DATABLEED Zine]

Self-Portrait as Rain
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After the war,
        you always looked
                      for contrasts

you said:: black sesame seeds
        on a white porcelain plate:: a bunch
                            of yellow carnations

inside a blue vase
         light & shadows play
                          upon the ceiling

you cup your palms
         & make-believe
                          the cast to be a toad

& sometimes a dove
         (when they aren’t crawling
                          they fly or jump)

across the off-white
        diameter:: morning again,
                          a few cloves

rest on a demitasse
        like displaced lovers
                         with blistered pulse.

[first published in Barzakh Magazine]

Contrasts
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for those lost in Partition 1947

Today thank-yous bloom out of my stomach pit like hallelujahs in a church with lights.
Toads dance around a puddle like they own this place with shimmering lights.

Yesterday I was in the body of another person I do not now recognize.
In the faint of a tunnel, a train disappears, then comes out through the side of lights.

You had been the brown of moss and green of lichen, a hyphenated pause.
You had been a foremother, solitarily making earthen lamps. See, a row of lights.

I look at the pantomime sky above fields of paddy, throw morsels of chapatis for crows.
Where your soul resides must be inside violet bulbs of flowers, like lights.

I want to show you my reflection in a clear blue lake and sit for hours talking to birds.
I want to bring you rain like a toddler with small hands, the way you left us a legacy of lights. 

[first published in Barzakh Magazine]

Ghazal for the Nameless
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Concetta Principe

EX NIHILO 2

To survive the death squad is impossible, as per Maurice Blanchot in Writing of the Disaster. Was a 
fascist. What is possible. Of encountering eternity as an object of death; the punctum for rifling for 
something better; the target of erasure; the mouth for bullets; the net for catching metal trout; the see 
of damage; the skeletal structure for a fall; the cypher for nothing more; the remnants of ill begotten; 
a name in the dust, that fascist who turned resistance. The brimming of time spilling off into a rimless 
world, spinning off without him. This eternity of death is the one that never happened. This forever 
and never more. His impossible survival. In contrast, the scholar who accounts for every minute of 
his life in defining the knowable, a territory he colonizes and relinquishes over his dead body. Amen. 

EXCERPTS FROM – EX NIHILO: 
9 Uneasy Steps to a PhD
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EX NIHILO 2.5

Referring to the letter grade, she rimmed the softer detergent. Doubling back: the letter of education, 
the level of dedication, the bevel of seduction, in the suds, in the wash, the wear and tear and hung 
to dry. The Scarlet alpha that was not purloined was never in fashion. The stolen missive that rested 
right along the spine of Derrida’s ‘aleph’ spoke messianic. A wish deferred and pigeons should be 
so lucky, washing with dirt. By her want of what he wants when she cannot read his mind. By her 
weighing the law without organs, he wants crackers to go Snap. By her eating the cheese without 
onions, he throws Saltine with this toe tap and tongue clack, a dinner dance on concrete for the flying 
rats. Oh disaster. My stars my stars, I tell you nothing compares to the jouissance of watching crackers 
and deconstruction at once. What does he want? Well, every very minion with his tears scrimming—
no, I meant screaming in your face. 
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EX NIHILO 3

Fed up, she breaks it. Bursting of things. She breaks it not like the boy who takes the stick to his 
piniata and screams victory; she breaks it not like the musician does his instrument against the brick, 
careening; breaks not like the boy’s smile with chocolate all over his face. What she breaks is inside, 
under cover, near the spine, brittle as flowers to remember walking in summer. She breaks it not 
like she means it. She breaks it because the fast must end. The fast-lane and Betty is driving again. 
From the rim of “mother” we are born into a world of naming, rimming the world with our pissy 
semantics, Romantics, Wordsworth and Byron, Saussure’s signifier and Lacan’s point is.... Badiou and 
Žižek, Baudelaire and Stein, Freud, Wittgenstein, and philosophy stewed prunes. Derrida’s ‘aleph’, 
two. Of lips and anus and ears and eyes and then the hidden rim, the second hidden rim, not between 
her legs, but the one deep deep down between her lips. Very. She aches.  
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EX NIHILO 3.7

Beating the board to make her point; beating the dress to flatten her hips; beating the matter into a 
ghost of itself. Beating the odds at Woodbine. Beating the meat for Dexter’s art. Beating the horse is a 
crime in all countries. Beating the chest to say, “I did this!” Beating the wall till it crumbled. Beating 
the neighour in a game of chess. Beating the odds and the bleachers. Beating the Canadiennes teaches 
you something about passing on the defence-line. Beats me. Beats me. Ears and nose and mouth 
around the eight-wheeler of another game, spinning off the tracks of CBCs Hockey Night. Beats. The 
beating. The ice was as black as her smile was red. So very. 
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EX NIHILO 5

My Marxist was a Derrida cat. My fascist was the Blanchot bird. My cat and bird played crazy eights. 
Why are eights so crazy? The struggle to stay afloat is called treading the universal. An eight falls 
over and goes eternal. Tread the halls, the tutorials, students, lectures, essays, and all the effing 
signifiers without end. Feel the eighties slip around as if you are laddering failure. Forever. It is 
ok to always be falling or struggling. It is ok never to catch Farah Fawcet and her hair. Shampoo 
and shoulder pads godawful. Swimming practice in your birthday suit. This very watery, so many 
particles, so many words, word bubbles, so many pieces of words, so many threads to each piece. So 
much to count. Things are so very whole numbers. Fuck the fractions. There was chocolate. There was 
Marx and a fascist. I want a noun now, says the doctor. There were almonds, as well. I will sell you 
the verb, says insurance. Allergic. The psychoanalyst said nothing but cut deeply. 
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EX NIHILO 5.5

There were jobs and there were no jobs. There were jobs, he said. There will be jobs, she said. There 
were no jobs before and I worked in the mines all those years and even I found a job. There will be 
jobs. There will be jobs. I notice: there are no jobs. He says that is not true: there are jobs. Many jobs. 
And the jobs that come rolling off Pillsbury dough, brimming with potential, are the jobs that go 
‘poof’. Marx assures me, purring from the white furry rims of her yes, that I have not been trained to 
be exploited. Kierkegaard. There is no repetition. Deleuze. Everything is repetition. Blanchot lights 
heavily on the branch of universal. Between my legs, the deep deep down, inside from under the 
table cloth, Wittgenstein. Drive this paradox to the cleaners.
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EX NIHILO 6

Saussure took another turn. After that Betty turned the channel and left the room. By the rim of the 
mountain, by the scrim of the stage, Betty turns to sunrise the article. It cuts the rim off one front 
tooth. A lip broken with blood, suck it in. All about Rosenzwig’s death that becomes new life because 
the messiah does not exist. Drive, she said. Stop, we cried. The deer missed us and the tire rim flew 
into the sunset. That eternity of Betty’s mind. While stars circle in their own fashion because they are 
encased in their meaning. That is orbit. Keppler here. That. Very down with that. Again very. 
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EX NIHILO 7

She asked me, do you believe in the universal? I was politic, Blanchot. I was moderately reserved, 
disaster. I was coy and rimmed my lips with Soylent of first house emptiness. Being born here 
into this rimming of a room of witnesses, so how would I know? First house in Virgo. Late Virgo. 
The virgin is always late to the party. I was not. Late blooms for thunder. Coy as they come, I was 
prepared, having been for-warned of disaster. Rimming and brimming, I dressed modestly in poker 
face, wearing my house in those silver lines I added to my eyes. Optics to keep you all at bay, I was 
coyly mouthing the Soylent of my rising sign. Virgin for the slaughter. I was polites. I was a “pie 
al mode” (not a la). I was coy and rimmed with virgin and petals. I was polis. I was listening to the 
disaster. I was Greek. I was heresy before dinner. Before and after. Was there thunder? I was the city 
of a house in Virgo, coy, leaves turning, and rimmed for the camera’s olive. Cheese. 
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Rasiqra Revulva Sidewalk Crouches
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Rasiqra Revulva excerpt from “MINE”
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Rasiqra Revulva Excerpts from “Winterland Human Zoo“
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excerpts from a Canadian-wildlife inspired suite titled “Winterland Human Zoo”
Reverse ekphrases/visual poems. Poetry-encoded black-and-white watercolour glitch art; text. 
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Claude Smith

acrylic on wood panel (36” x 48”) 

Untitled  (2019)  
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Claude Smith the Secret Lives of Words Unspoken
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Claude Smith

ink on canvas (14”x18”)

take the Coltrane  (2019)  
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oil paint on canvas  (48” x 60”)

Raqs Sharqi  (2017)  
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Claude Smith

oil paint on canvas  (48”x60”)

Raqs Sharqi #2  (2017)  
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Claude Smith

acrylic paint on canvas  (48” x 60”)

War is Peace  (2019)  
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Claude Smith

acrylic paint on canvas (36”x 48”)

Middle of 5th Avenue  (2019)  
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Claude Smith

mixed media on canvas  (48” x 60 “)

I Love You, I Love You So Much  (2015)  
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Claude Smith

mixed media on wood panel  (48” x 60”)

fore day scrawl  (2018)   
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Claude Smith

mixed media on wood panel  (48” x60”)

Fore Day Scrawl  #2 (2018)   
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Claude Smith

acrylic paint on canvas   (48” x 60”)

Cruelty for Cruelty’s Sake  (2019)  
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Claude Smith Ellington and Coltrane
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Catherine Vidler frog selfies
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Mario José Cervantes
(Barranquilla, Colombia, 1971)
Studies in Philology and Modern Languages and Philosophy. He has collaborated in print and digital 
magazines in Argentina (La Hoja M, La Tzara, Tse-Tse), Brazil (Zunai), USA. (Word for Word), Cuba 
(Desliz), Portugal (Big Ode), Spain (Veneno), Hungary (Nyugat Plusz). He also participated in several 
international exhibitions of visual poetry in Chile (La Universidad Desconocida, 2009), France (Biennial 
of Visual Poetry in Ile sur Tet, 2015 and 2017) and Colombia (I National Salon of Visual Poetry, 2014). 
It has been included in the digital anthology Gramma Visual (Spain, 2006). He published his first book 
of visual poetry Magma (Spain, 2016).

Conyer Clayton is an Ottawa based artist who aims to live with compassion, gratitude, and awe. Her 
most recent chapbooks are Trust Only the Beasts in the Water (above/ground press, 2019), / (post ghost 
press, 2019), Undergrowth (bird, buried press, 2018) and Mitosis (In/Words Magazine and Press, 2018). 
She released a collaborative album with Nathanael Larochette, If the river stood still, in August 2018. 
She won Arc’s 2017 Diana Brebner Prize, performs sound poetry with Quatuor Gualuor, and writes 
reviews for Canthius. Her debut full length collection of poetry, We Shed Our Skin Like Dynamite, is 
forthcoming Spring 2020 with Guernica Editions.

C-M Frank 
b. 1953
schooled 
loved
married
blessed
now

Sneha Subramanian Kanta is a recipient of The Charles Wallace Fellowship at the University of Stirling 
(2019). A GREAT scholarship awardee, she has earned her second postgraduate degree in literature 
from England. She is the founding editor of Parentheses Journal, and reader for Palette Poetry and 
Tinderbox Poetry Journal. She is the author of Land: Body / Ocean: Muscle (forthcoming with dancing 
girl press).



Billy Mavreas lives in Montréal, Quebec where he creates comics, collage, drawings and visual poetry. 
He operates a studio and archive of found paper ephemera out of his gallery space Monastiraki in the 
Mile-End neighbourhood. He has published, exhibited and collaborated widely.

Concetta Principe is a writer of poetry, non-fiction, and fiction, as well as being a scholar on Lacan, 
trauma and culture. Her personal non-fiction essay “Who Shot Meriwether Lewis?” was long-listed for 
The New Quarterly’s Edna Staebler Award for 2019. Her latest publication is a chapbook of poems with 
Frog Hollow Press titled Conversion- or a Theory (2019). Her most recent book-length collection of poems 
This Real (Pedlar Press) was long-listed for the League of Canadian Poet’s Raymond Souster Award in 
2018. She has three other books of poetry, the first of which won the Bressani Award for poetry in 2001, 
a book of fiction, and an academic monograph. Her creative work has appeared in a variety of literary 
journals including The Malahat Review, Matrix, Grain, The Capilano Review and is forthcoming in Hamilton 
Arts and Literature Review. She teaches literature, theory and creative writing at Trent University.

Rasiqra Revulva is a queer femme writer, multi-media artist, editor, musician, performer, SciComm 
advocate, and one half of the glitch-art and experimental electronic duo The Databats. If You Forget 
the Whipped Cream, You’re No Good As A Woman (Gap Riot Press, 2018) is her second chapbook. She is 
currently adapting her first chapbook Cephalopography (words(on)pages press, 2016) into her debut 
collection, to be published by Wolsak & Wynn in spring 2020. Learn more at: @rasiqra_revulva and  
@thedatabats.

Sabine Remy 
www.miriskum.de
https://www.facebook.com/SabineRemyMiriskum
https://www.instagram.com/sabine.remy.collage/

Analog collage artist, based in Germany, mainly using old books and papers.
Several international group and solo exhibitions, publications, contributions to assembling magazines, 
collaborations with other collagists all over the world, mail artist

For many years I have dedicated myself exclusively to the medium of paper collage. I appreciate the 
unpredictable and the randomness of working with pictorial elements from different sources. The non-
linear narration, which creates new, sometimes strange and bizarre pictorial statements, is my main 
interest.



Claude Smith: “I have had a lifelong relationship with writing, drawing, and writing as drawing. My 
father, Sid Smith, was a painter, classically trained draughtsman and calligrapher, so an appreciation 
for beautiful writing and art was instilled in me from an early age. Growing up in N.Y.C. in the heyday 
of abstract expressionism certainly had a powerful influence on me as well.
After earning a B.F.A. from Pratt Institute in 1971, mark-making, calligraphy, zen brushwork, scribbling 
and writing began appearing as regular features in my work. Music, and in particular the rigor of jazz 
improvisation, has been a guiding force in my working methods, discipline and creative spirit. As 
an artist-in-residence at KALA Institute in 2003-2004, I was able to integrate printmaking as a means 
of expanding the possibilities of both painting and drawing. In 2005 I began a three year study of 
graphology with Janice Klein and mentorship a with Roger Rubin that had a profound influence on my 
understanding of human personality, behavior and the way it expresses in writing.
Years ago, discovering the art of Antoni Tapies and Cy Twombly was revelatory, inspiring and somewhat 
daunting in that they had so thoroughly mined the territory of contemporary mark-making. That said, 
I have been committed to finding my own way with it and have persisted in exploring different media, 
concepts and expanding my visual vocabulary over the last five decades.”

Catherine Vidler’s recent publications include Lost Sonnets (third iteration) (edition taberna kritika, 
2019),  Keyboards, 14 visual/textual poems for Tom Jenks (The Blasted Tree, 2019), Repetitive Poems 
(Simulacrum Press. 2019), stamp sonnets: 28 poems created from material contained in hartmut abendschein’s 
‘stamp stories’ project (SOd press, 2019), 2_154_77_79_38_118_41_115_19_137_60_96_21_135_58_98_9_
147_70_86_31_125_48_108_12_144_67_89_28_128_51_105_4_152_75_81_36_120_43_113_17_139_62_94
_23_133_56_100_7_149_72_84_33_123_46_110_14_142_65_91_26_130_53_103_2_154_77_79_38_118_41
_115_19_137_60_96_21_135_58_98_9_147_70_86_31_125_48_108_12_144_67_89_28_128_51_105_4_152
_75_81_36_120_43_113_17_139_62_94_23_133_56_100_7_149_72_84_33_123_46_110_14_142_65_91_2
6_ 130_53_103 (Hesterglock Prote(s)xt, 2019), deleted sonnets (Penteract Press, 2019), 78 composite lost 
sonnets(Hesterglock Prote(s)xt, 2018), Lost Sonnets (Timglaset, 2018), collected composite lost sonnets (SOd 
press, 2018),lost sonnets (Spacecraft Press, 2018), table sets (no press, 2017), lake labyl (Penteract Press, 
2017), table set poems (Penteract Press, 2017), table set poems (Spacecraft Press, 2017), lake labyl (SOd press, 
2017), chaingrass errata slips (SOd press, 2017), chaingrass night and unresolved chaingrass tiling (SOd press, 
2017), chaingrass (SOd press, 2016) and chaingrass (zimZalla Object 039, 2016). 



experiment-o is an annual PDF magazine established in 2008. its aim is to bring attention to works 
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